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In 2010, PCHS started on a journey to become accredited
as an organization. After careful review, PCHS decided that
we will go with Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) accreditation body. For PCHS,
accreditation is not just an activity rather it is an important
task where every single board member, staff and volunteers
become active participants. Accreditation gives each individual associated with PCHS a better understanding
of how they contribute to PCHS’s mission. It’s helpful to
know the role each person plays on a team. When people
and organizations communicate well, they can share best
practices and find opportunities to make care better.
The following benefits are highlighted as identified by the
board and staff collectively at PCHS:
1) Accreditation helped us improve client outcomes. As staff
became more involved in the accreditation process, they all
understood how all of their activities resulted in better client
outcomes.
2) Accreditation helped us identify our strengths and also
helped us to identify our gaps. The gaps were identified by
staff themselves hence their ability to overcome those gaps.
3) Accreditation helps promote communication and staff
empowerment across PCHS. As a result of accreditation,
PCHS has launched 24/7 PCHS TV program, a monthly
health magazine, and established a recording arts studio.
Staff became involved in hosting programs and raising
awareness about their respective programs.
4) Accreditation fosters a culture of quality and cohesion.
PCHS has embedded Anti-racism and Anti-Oppression
(ARAO) strategy in the Mission statement. There is a standing committee where management and staff meet every
month to discuss challenges related to ARAO issues. The
staff is constantly encouraged to attend trainings on culture
competency.
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5) Accreditation helped us develop sound financial, administrative, operational, and oversight practices. Every quarter
PCHS undergoes internal audit and yearly an external
audit is undertaken. There are stringent financial controls
in place. The administrative and operations has sound
oversight practices.
6) Accreditation can decrease risks and liability costs. The
management follows stringent risk management plan,
health and safety procedures, IPAC procedures to keep
staff and clients safe.
As a result of our hard work, PCHS rated in the top 3%
out of 8,668 organizations in 30 countries. What this
means is that “CARF surveys 8,668 organizations in
30 countries, and only 3% of the organizations surveyed
achieve “no recommendations” status”.
The “No Recommendations” decision demonstrates:
- that our organization focuses on exceeding the requirements of the people we serve
- that our organization respects the rights and individuality
of the people we serve
- that our organization has made a specific commitment
to put the needs of the people we serve at the centre of
everything we do
- that our organization values the input of our clients, and is
accountable to the community
- that our organization is committed to reducing risk, addressing health and safety concerns, respecting cultural
and individual preferences, and providing the best possible
quality of care
- that our organization strives to exceed the expectations of
our funders and our partners
While PCHS is honoured with “no recommendations”, I understand that the work does not stop here - we will continue
to invest in a competent, quality driven, and person-focused
organization”.
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Newcomer Youth Program
Summer Camp

D

uring the month of August, the NYP implemented their first in-person Summer Camp at the
new youth hub. The week long Summer Camp
allowed for youth to come together and enjoy different
activities, such as basketball, icebreakers, painting,
frame building, as well as fishing. Each day we focused on different educational topics such as mindfulness, physical health and much more, which were
both fun and educational.

On the last day, the NYP team partnered with TRCA
on their ‘Learn to Fish’ sessions at Heart Lake Conservation Area. This workshop allowed the youth to
learn not only how to fish, but also the components of
a fishing rod and how to maneuver it, different types
of fish as well as rules and regulations for fishing in
various parts of Canada.

On the first day, the youth got to know one another
through playing ice breaker games and learned about
team building.
The next three days focused on their mental health,
expressing themselves through creative expression
and meditation. The youth also partook in a gardening workshop, to practice skills of mindfulness. This
activity encouraged youth to slow down and take
better care of themselves in an effort to build skills
to decrease acute stress. Our creative expressions
workshop also provided a safe space, where youth
were allowed to be themselves, sharing their experiences with a unique twist. Youth had the opportunity
to paint their own individual canvas’, displaying their
own personal experiences and they collectively also
created the official NYP summer camp banner. In
collaboration with Light House for Grieving children,
the youth got to participate in a Grief workshop. They
were taught different coping techniques on how to
deal with the loss of a loved one and how to cope with
the loss of a friendship. They were taken to a local
park, there they had the opportunity to built their own
photo frames by collecting leaves and pinecones as
well as large stones they were able to paint on.
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“DUTY TO REPORT” … REPORTING CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT IS EVERYONE’S
RESPONSIBILITY UNDER THE CHILD AND
FAMILY SERVICES ACT

Additional help and assistance is available to families
who are willing to accept it. Their first priority is keep
children within the family so that children can stay with
their families where they feel safe and thrive. According OACAS, should CAS deem necessary to remove
children, CAS looks for family and next of Kin before
placing children in alternative care arrangements.
CAS’s focus on protecting children and supporting
their families to stay together. In case, children are unable to return to their family or home, other arrangements are considered such as adoption and family
based custody.

By Harpreet (Rena) Dhaliwal, RSSW, Crisis Support Worker at PCHS

Y

ou must have heard the saying, “it takes a
village to raise a child”, with the same token, it also takes a village to protect a child.
Children are considered vulnerable population and therefore in need of protection from abuse
and neglect.
When referring to children’s safety, under section 125
of the Child, Youth and Family Services Act, everyone
in Ontario including public (family members, relatives,
friends, and neighbours) and professionals have
responsibility to report child abuse and neglect. This
is referred to as “Duty to Report.” It also means every
person who has reasonable grounds to suspect that a
child is or may be in need of protection must promptly
report the suspicion and the information upon which it
is based to a Children’s Aid Society.
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To recognize these signs of abuse and/or neglect,
Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies defined
them as following:

If you see, hear, suspect and/or recognize above
signs, you are encouraged to call CAS and report
rather than hoping/wishing or relying on someone
else. If you reported a previous concern about a
child(ren) and you have additional concerns, you may
report again as part of “ongoing duty to report.” No
action will be taken against a person who makes a
report unless the person acts maliciously or without
reasonable grounds for the suspicion. [CYFSA, s.125
(10)]

Physical abuse is any deliberate physical force or action, by a parent or caregiver, which results, or could
result, in injury to a child. It can include bruising, cuts,
punching, slapping, beating, shaking, burning, biting
or throwing a child. Using belts, sticks or other objects
to punish a child can cause serious harm and is also
considered abuse.

Should you witness child abuse in a public such
as parks, malls etc., call 911. If you like to get
more information, you can call 411 or visit https://
www.oacas.org/ or visit https://www.oacas.org/childrens-aid-child-protection/locate-a-childrens-aid-society/ to speak to your local CAS office for a no-name
consultation.

Neglect occurs when a caregiver fails to provide basic
needs such as adequate food, sleep, safety, education, clothing or medical treatment. It also includes
leaving a child alone or failing to provide adequate
supervision. If the caregiver is unable to provide the
child with basic needs due to financial inability, it is not
considered neglect, unless relief has been offered and
refused.

According to Child and Family Services Act “a child in
need of protection is a child who appears to be suffering from abuse and/or neglect. It is not necessary for
you to be certain a child is or may be in need of protection to make a report to a Children’s Aid Society.
What you need is your normal and honest judgment in
order to decide to report. By law the age of the children for whom “duty to report” applies, is from newborn to 16 years of age. On January 1, 2018, “duty to
report” extended to included 16 and 17 year olds to
be protected from abuse and neglect and reporting is
highly recommended.”
Sadly, newborn children also get abused. According
to www.thewholechild.org, this is referred to as “…
Shaken Baby Syndrome. This type of abuse occurs
when someone forcefully shakes a baby or is much
too rough when handling a baby. This is most common way that a young child becomes seriously brain
injured or dies as a result of abuse.”

exposing a child’s private areas, indecent phone calls,
fondling for sexual purposes, watching a child undress
for sexual pleasure, and allowing/forcing a child to
look at or perform in pornographic pictures or videos,
or engage in prostitution.

According to Ontario Association of Children’s Aid
Societies, the role of “Children’s Aid Societies is to
help protect infants, children and youth who are experiencing abuse or are at risk of experiencing abuse,
physically, sexually, emotionally or through neglect or
abandonment.”
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Emotional abuse is a pattern of behaviour that attacks a child’s emotional development and sense of
self-worth. It includes excessive, aggressive or unreasonable demands that place expectations on a child
beyond his or her capacity. Emotional abuse includes
constantly criticizing, teasing, belittling, insulting,
rejecting, ignoring or isolating the child. It may also
include exposure to domestic violence.
Sexual abuse occurs when a child is used for the sexual gratification of an adult or an older child. The child
may co-operate because he or she wants to please
the adult or out of fear. It includes sexual intercourse,
PCHS Health Magazine
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1. guard the territory
2. alarm the companion
3. seek attention
4. greet
5. socially frustrated because of other dogs barking
6. frustrated due to tying up
7. in pain
Barking seen as in pain or seen when anxious due to
separation is common in depressed dogs. It can be
unusually repetitive at times. They even bark to alarm
a sick companion to gain their attention. If not taken
care of, it can become repetitive and increase anxiety.

Depression in Dogs
By Rajat Mehndiratta Program Coordinator HPCS

O

ur relationship with dogs is 15000 years
old, and with time we have realized their
importance in our lives. However, we are still
behind in understanding this relationship altogether.
We have less knowledge about the dog’s brain and
how human behavior affects it.
In recent research, the dog’s brain showed striking
similarity with the human brain; both have highly
active corpus striatum, which is rich in dopamine.
Three main dog behaviors- reward, pleasure,
and expectation are regulated by dopamine. It is
essential to recognize that low level of dopamine and
alteration in neural activity at the striatum level cause
depression in human beings.
Dogs have a unique capability of reading human
faces and understanding the importance of using
gaze to communicate and direct human attention.
They can even access situations and tension in their
surroundings and respond accordingly. In times like
lockdown with no physical activity or a distressing
event, the most common being the loss of an owner
or animal companion can develop depression in them.
A dog can also pick up on the grief experienced by
people around them, or become stressed out due
to loss of affection. Other events that may make
the pet feel depressed are moving to a new house,
introducing a new baby, spouse, or pet into the family,
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a traumatic incident (e.g., an injury), or a significant
change to the dog’s daily routine.
In order to track mental health issues in pets, it is vital
to acknowledge the following disruptive behaviors:
Aggression
Although dogs can be aggressive on multiple
occasions, it is crucial to notice the type of aggression
shown. Types of aggression seen are:
1. Territorial: to guard their area
2. Protective: for their human companion
3. Possessive: for their food or toy
4. Fear: from a person or an animal
5. Social: when they want to prove their superiority
6. Frustration-related: when withheld from something
7. Pain-related: when they suffer from an injury and
are scared
In depression, dogs will show signs of aggression as
seen in an injury or Pain-related trauma. They are
scared and anxious and might bite on little warning.
Barking
Each type of barking serves a distinct function, and
some dogs even learn to use barking to their benefit.
Some breeds are even known as barking breeds, but
it is important to notice the bark sound and recognize
the following causes:
PCHS Health Magazine

Whining
Dogs whine when:
• they are scared
• they seek attention
• they are in pain
• they are anxious
• they want to mollify a situation
It is tough to diagnose depression just by whining
alone. Thus, it is vital to link signs of whining with
other behavior patterns to eliminate usual causes.
Destructive Chewing
Abnormal chewing patterns are usually seen during
teething or out of hunger. Such behavior can even
become compulsive over time and become the cause
of distraction. In depression, destructive chewing
develops due to low activity and mental stimulation.
Anxiety and stress also lead to abnormal chewing
habits.
Howling
Dogs howl to communicate and announce their
presence. Howling in response to sounds like
emergency sirens is considered normal, but if it is
repetitive and coupled with behaviors like anxiety or
barking, it can raise a concern. Dogs in depression
can excessively howl to draw attention toward them.
Howling can be excessive and should demand a vet
visit to rule out any other medical cause.
Anxiety
Separation anxiety is prevalent in dogs with working
pet parents. Following are the symptoms that are
seen:
• urination and defecation in parents’ absence
PCHS Health Magazine

• barking and howling
• destructive chewing
• trying to escape
• walk in a specific path or pattern (pacing)
• Coprophagia (consuming faeces in the absence)
Over long-term separation anxiety can lead to
depression among dogs. Proper desensitization
through pre-departure cues and gradual timed
departures are necessary treatment steps for such
cases.
How to treat?
With mental health, it is crucial to notice and diagnose
it at an early stage. Although a vet visit is essential
but following are some necessary steps to overcome
depression:
1. Increasing physical and mental activity
2. If the cause is the loss of a companion animal, think
of adopting a new animal companion or increasing the
time of social interaction at parks.
3. Hire a trainer for behavior training in cases of
repetitive barking, howling, biting, or any other
aggressive behavior
4. Medications on the consult of a vet doctor should
be the last resort as dogs can be easily trained and
drawn out of depression.
5. Change the routine and focus on their diet. Meals
at the proper times can decrease hunger triggers.
6. Spend more time: attention with love can help them
come out of depression quickly.
Alas! while giving care, remember the quote from
Marley And Me:“Such short little lives our pets have to
spend with us, and they spend most of it waiting for us
to come home each day. It is amazing how much love
and laughter they bring into our lives and even how
much closer we become with each other because of
them.”
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PCHS rated in the top 3%...
What does that mean for you?

Different Spokes Launch

By Satinder S Arora

On Thursday August 18, 2022, PCHS and BikeBrampton held the opening of Different Spokes. Different
Spokes is Peel Region’s first community-based bicycle co-operative and social services center in Downtown Brampton.

By now a lot of you might have already heard that,
PCHS has been rated in the top 3% out of 8,668
organizations in 30 countries!
As a member of the community, you might be wondering why the above results matter and what it means
for you.
In very simple terms, these results are an independent professional validation that PCHS consistently:
o focuses on exceeding the requirements of the people they serve
o respects the rights and individuality of the people
they serve
o has made a specific commitment to put the needs of
the people they serve at the centre of everything they
do
o values the input of their clients, and is transparent
and accountable to the community
o is committed to reducing risk, addressing health and
safety concerns, respecting cultural and individual
preferences, and providing the best possible quality of
care
o strives to exceed the expectations of its funders and
partners
And if you are an individual full of curiosity, then some
additional questions may also be spinning around you
head such as, “What is CARF? Why are these results
such a big deal? What do you mean by ’no recommendations’? What is the survey process? And finally,
When was PCHS surveyed?”
No problem, let me address all these questions one
by one.
What is CARF?
It stands for “The Commission on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities”. CARF was founded in 1966
and is an international, independent, nonprofit accreditor of health and human services. CARF accreditation
encompasses countries in North and South America,
Europe, Asia, and Oceania.
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By Amanjit Kahlon

Why are these results such a big deal?
It is a big deal because CARF surveys 8,668 organizations in 30 countries, and only 3% of the organizations surveyed achieve “no recommendations” status.
Not only that, the icing on the cake is that PCHS
achieved this great honour for the third time in row.
What do you mean by ‘no recommendations’?
CARF International standards of service excellence
are one of the most rigorous and recognized standards for human services organizations. A conformance to every single one of over 800 requirements
during the survey process is granted a “no recommendations” status.
What is the survey process and when did PCHS
go through it?
PCHS was surveyed by CARF surveyors in July, of
2022.
During the process, the surveyors conducted interviews with the persons that PCHS serve, their staff,
board members, leadership, their funders and partners. Surveyors also verified PCHS’s conformance to
over 800 requirements set by CARF to ensure excellence in
o service delivery
o client satisfaction
o access to services
o financial accountability
o efficiency and effectiveness in achieving deliverables
o privacy
o health and safety and
o risk management.
Hopefully this article helped you understand the significance of these results, and appreciate the tremendous work that was put in by PCHS for this achievement.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
PCHS COO Amandeep Kaur at: Amandeep.kaur@
pchs4u.com
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The Different Spokes venue will be shared jointly by
BikeBrampton and PCHS. BikeBrampton will operate
the facility 4 days a week, offering tools and workstations for members to perform their own bike repairs
under direction of a bike mechanic. Free workshops
on cycling skills and safety training will be offered.
PCHS will provide health, settlement and social services, by appointment on a weekly basis.
“Community based bicycle co-operatives offer a venue for people to learn about bicycles and help build a
community that promotes and supports sustainable
transportation. Encouraging more people to bike to
destinations yields many community benefits including
improved health, lower carbon emissions and less
traffic congestion.”
- David Laing, Chair of BikeBrampton and one of the
organizers bringing Different Spokes to the City.
“Teaming with BikeBrampton in this facility is a natural
fit. Brampton’s downtown is an underserved community from a social services perspective and many people
in the area use bikes, buses, and trains to travel to
and from work or school. The bike is an essential form
of transportation for them. Working with BikeBrampton, we can help clients keep their bikes in good condition and their, minds and bodies healthy.”
- Amanjit Kahlon, PCHS, Manager, Community Development.
The opening ceremony took place at 8 Nelson Street
in Unit 104. Alongside members of the community
and Brampton city staff, we were joined by MP Sonia
Sidhu, Brampton Mayor Patrick Brown, Brampton
City Councillor (Ward 1&5) Rowena Santos, Regional Councillor (Brampton Ward 1&5) Paul Vincente,
Mississauga City Councillor (Ward 3) Chris Fonseca, Regional Councillor (Caledon Ward 2) Johanna
Downey and Regional Councillor (Caledon Wards 3 &
4) Jennifer Innis.

PCHS Health Magazine
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Invega sustenna

See and Saw

By Binit Shrestha
Case Manager, Rapid Response Saving Lives

Psychosis is umbrella term for psychological symptoms that causes a person to lose contact with reality,
including seeing or hearing things that aren’t there
(visual/auditory hallucinations). Psychosis is a symptom of many psychiatric, neurological, neuropsychiatric, neurodevelopmental, and other medical conditions
- one of the most common and known being schizophrenia. It is highly distressing to both the person
experiencing it and their loved ones. Over the years,
numerous anti-psychotics have been developed to
treat psychosis including oral pills such as risperidone
or injections such as Invega sustenna. The injection
is more effective than the oral medication and it has
to be only administered once a month, decreasing the
chances of non-compliance by the patients.
At PCHS, the mental health team (especially the
EPI program) have clients who are on the injection,
many of whom have vouched for the effectiveness
of the injection; their symptoms of psychosis have
gone away, they feel like themselves again, and they
have resumed their work/studies. Unfortunately, it is
an expensive medication. One injection costs ~$800.
So, although effective, the medication doesn’t seem
to be accessible to everyone due to financial barriers
– especially to clients who don’t have OHIP such as
international students. Taranjot Bhat (Mental Health
EPI CM) and I were working with a client who was
admitted in the Niagara hospital. He was getting the
injection there for free, however, once discharged, he
would have to pay for the injection out of pocket. He
is an international student with no source of income.
It was a stressful situation for him, his sister whom
he was staying with, and us as case managers. The
injection was essential for his recovery and it was crucial that he stay on it to maintain his recovery. During
a consultation with Dr. G, a psychiatrist who provides
case consultations for us, he mentioned that there
was a program that could help co-pay for the Invega
injection. Taranjot reached out to the pharmacy and
the client’s care team at Niagara but no luck there
– they did not know of any such programs. Taranjot
advocated for the client and got a one-time payment
August 2022, 10

approved for the medication. But, the next month was
going have the same problem again.
After extensive researching, I found out that that
Janssen Pharma did have a patient co-pay program
for people who could not afford the drug. However,
this was only on their US website; on the Canadian
website, there wasn’t any information about a co-pay
program. Although a discouraging moment, I decided
to reach out to the US co-pay assistance department
who mentioned that Canada might have a similar
program and provided a number to reach out to. After
numerous phone calls and talking to different people,
I was connected with Janssen’s Territory Manager of
Ontario. The manager let us know that there is a patient assistance program which can help patients with
financial hardships up-to 100% coverage for the injection on a case by case basis. There was finally some
light at the end of the tunnel. We provided her with the
client’s information, and well behold, Janssen pharma issued a co-pay card which covered 100% of the
injection’s cost. Taranjot went to the local pharmacy
and they accepted the card, providing the client with
the injection at no cost this time. This is an important
breakthrough of a resource since medication cost (especially for anti psychotics such as Invega) is a huge
barrier for numerous clients we work with under the
Mental Health programs. The major takeaway for us
was to think outside the box to come up with creative
solutions, and always go above and beyond to advocate for our clients.

by Guneet Kaur
Anxiety (seeing the unseen) and Depression (experiences one saw in the past) may feel like

I don’t know what is stuck on my mind
Why don’t some feelings choose to leave me why do I feel like there’s so much I’m leaving behind?
Why does every day feel like I am moving ahead with a forced thrust?
Will there be a day where I feel safe and I could blindly trust?
Why is it that I only see betrayal and regret?
Why is it that I’m always scared that I will be a victim of neglect?
Will there be a time when I Don’t feel like I am on the edge?
For now I see that happen only when I am dead.
Why does existing feel like a curse
I should be feeling blessed I have shelter food and money in my purse.
It’s hard to live life when I’m so anxious.
Even when everything’s going well I am so suspicious.
I want to feel safe, I want to trust.
I want to live a life free of disgust.
I want to get rid of this heaviness in my chest and the sickness in my gut.
I want my heart to beat and not palpitate.
I want to live each moment joyfully and not feel the need to retaliate.
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Brampton Library Programs

Teen Book Review

Canadian Workplace Culture
September 14, 1–2:30 p.m., virtual
Be successful in the Canadian workplace. Join us to learn about employers’ expectations
and professional qualities you should demonstrate on the job.

Opposite of Always

This is a Library Settlement Partnerships program, held in partnership with Achēv and the
Brampton Multicultural Community Centre (BMC). Registration is required. To register, call
905-595-0722 extension 4000 or email becnic@achev.ca.

Author: Justin A. Reynolds
Reviewed by: Raheen Ashraf
Brampton Library Youth Volunteer
Pages: 457 pages
Publisher: New York, NY : Katherine Tegen Books, 2019
Justin Reynolds’s debut novel
“Opposite of Always” is a bittersweet tale of high schooler
Jack King, who is caught in a
seemingly never-ending time
loop between the day he meets
his girlfriend, Kate, and the day
she dies a few months later.
He does not deliberately travel through time, and the time
loop only resets after Kate, who
has sickle cell anemia, passes
away. The first time she dies,
Jack collapses and is transported back to the night he
and Kate met. He finds himself
in this loop, again and again,
trying different ways to get Kate
the expensive experimental
treatment that might save her
life or to spend more quality
time with her before she dies. In
his desperate attempts to save

Understanding credit in Canada
September 13, 3–4 p.m., virtual
Join our experts from the RBC Meeting Place to learn more about various credit products
offered, how to establish a great credit score, and how to prevent fraud.

Kate, can he stay true to his
ethics and his other friendships?
I have always found time travel
loops to be a difficult trope to
enjoy as a reader. Many times
they can be quite tedious, as
you are experiencing the same
situation over and over again,
and if the writing is not exceptional, the repetitiveness gets
old, very quickly. Unfortunately,
I think this story suffered a little
from that. As Reynolds’s debut
novel, I do believe his novel was
quite ambitious and his characters, specifically Jack, were well
written. It was very rewarding
to see what he learned from
each loop, as he had excellent
character growth and I found
his feelings to be relatable and
realistic.

Although the book’s length and
writing style do not do the story
any favours, I do think this book
decently examines friendship,
love, and how far one is willing
to go to save those relationships.

This is a Library Settlement Partnerships program, held in partnership with Achēv and the
Brampton Multicultural Community Centre (BMC). Registration is required. To register, call
905-595-0722 extension 4000 or email becnic@achev.ca.
Adulting 101: Mock Interviews
September 22, 4–5:30 p.m., Chinguacousy Branch Library (150 Central Park Drive,
Brampton, ON L6T 1B4, located inside Brampton Civic Centre)
Sometimes it seems like everyone else knows how to be an adult, right? Brampton Library
is here to help you develop adulting skills not covered in school. Connect with local
experts who can help you be your best grown-up self!
Need to brush up on your interviewing skills? Join us along with JobSkills and Best Foot
Forward for speed dating-style mock interviews and get a professional headshot at the
photo booth. Bring your resumé and cover letter with you and our interviewers will provide
you with feedback on how to get that next job!
For a full list of Brampton Library events, visit bramptonlibrary.ca. Contact
events@bramptonlibrary.ca for more information about programs.

The book is also available at Brampton Library
Click here to see
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Housing options for seniors
September 29, 11 a.m.–1 p.m., virtual
Learn about subsidized housing for seniors, market rent housing, and retirement homes.
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Meet our new members

Eman Zahid
Employment Preparedness
Specialist

Gursharan Kaur
Executive Assistant
to the CEO

Madalsa Mittal
Caregiver Support Worker

Raji Sidhu
Peer Support Worker –
Rapid Response Saving Lives

Ramandeep Kaur
Case Manager –
Better Families Program

Sukhpreet Tiwana
Peer Support Worker –
Rapid Response Saving Lives

Please take the time to read our 2021-22 Annual Report
Read here
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Our Shows
InterGen
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection
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